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Abstract  
      
 Calibration of an analytical nonlinear static displacement-based method, presented herein, is performed, 
using experimental and numerical investigation, for the seismic vulnerability and risk assessment of existing 
reinforced concrete (RC) building stock of Pakistan on regional scale. The method makes use of equivalent 
single degree of freedom systems, mechanical models, to assess the seismic vulnerability of structures with due 
consideration of expected uncertainties in geometrical and mechanical properties of the structures besides the 
uncertainties in seismic demand. A mechanical model is defined completely by knowing the secant vibration 
period, limit states displacement capacity and viscous damping  of the structural material and uses the 
overdamped displacement spectrum to assess the seismic demand on the structural system. Nonlinear dynamic 
time history analysis of existing masonry infill RC buildings are performed using natural accelerograms and 
regularized fiber-based frame elements idealization with site-specific material properties in order to derive the 
equivalent mechanical models of the considered RC buildings. Controlled Monte Carlo simulation is performed 
to simulate the regional building stock of RC buildings respecting the regional uncertainties in geometric and 
material properties which are used then to derive analytical fragility functions and socio-economic loss functions 
for the considered buildings. These fragility functions can be used to derive damage probability matrices, 
develop damage scenarios and quantify the socio-economic impacts of regional earthquakes for earthquake 
preparedness and planning, emergency response and planning, earthquake disaster mitigation and earthquake 
insurance modeling using intensity-based (code spectra), scenario-based (historical earthquakes), and time-based 
(annualized losses) loss estimation. 
  
Keywords: Displacement-Based; Nonlinear Static; Mechanical Models; Fragility Functions; RC buildings; Masonry Infill; 
Pakistan  
 

                                                                                                      

1. Introduction   
 

 In the recent past, with the need for highrise buildings and development of skilled manpower, 
reinforced concrete structures are fast evolving into the leading construction type in the developing 
urban areas of Pakistan. However, till recent past, this structural system had been designed for gravity 
loads only without any consideration for seismic loading or with unknown seismic capacity level due 
to the lack of expertise of the local engineering and designing community. 
Many cases for heavy damages and collapses of RC building stock has been observed in the recent 
2005 Kashmir earthquake, in the order of 50-60% of the total RC building stock [1]. Many urban 
areas which are not affected in the near past by recent earthquakes has significant amount of gravity 
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designed RC buildings. Also, due to unawareness of the society poor quality of construction is still in 
practice, see Fig. 1 for the reinforcement detailing and column-to-foundation & column-to-floor 
connections. Such connectivity provisions, among others, lead to the damage and collapse of many 
RC building stock of northern Pakistan in 2005 Kashmir earthquake [1], [2] & [3]. Thus it is 
necessary to develop tools for the seismic performance assessment of existing and new-designed RC 
building stock of the country for earthquake preparedness and planning, insurance modeling, code 
calibration and decision making in the region in order to mitigate the regional seismic risk.   

             
Fig. 1: Column reinforcement and detailing, column-to-foundation connection (left), spacing of transverse reinforcement 
(middle), lap-splice provisioned for floor-to-column connectivity (right), observed in the valley of Abbottabad. 
 
2. Displacement-Based Seismic Risk Assessment of Structures 
 

 The calibration of a nonlinear static analytical mechanics-based fully probabilistic method, 
presented herein, is performed for the seismic vulnerability and risk assessment of RC building stock 
on regional scale. The displacement-based method is originally proposed by [4] and developed for 
other building typologies of Pakistan [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], and consequently further developed for RC 
buildings of Pakistan herein. The method is capable of incorporating sources of expected uncertainties 
in the seismic demand and structural capacity explicitly in contrary to the existing conventional 
procedures, e.g. [10] among others. The calibration of the methodology is performed herein in light of 
the observed damage states of RC building stock in the recent 2005 Kashmir earthquake, see Fig. 2. 

       
Fig. 2: Observed damage states of RC buildings during 2005 Kashmir earthquake: shear cracks in masonry infill, moderately 
damaged building (left) [11], heavily damaged and collapsed infill with significantly damaged RC columns, extensively 
damaged building (middle) and collapsed building (right) [3]. 
  
2.1 Nonlinear Static SDOF Systems, Mechanical Models, for RC Buildings  
 
The methodology makes use of SDOF system, called a mechanical model, has nonlinear lateral force-
displacement response to assess the seismic performance of RC structural systems. The mechanical 
model simulates the response of the structural system in terms of its displacement capacity, energy 
dissipation and secant vibration period at different performance levels i.e. damage states, see Fig. 3. 
In this figure, HT represents the total building height; hi represents the ith floor level of buildings, ∆i 
represents the lateral displacement and mi represents the ith floor mass for a given deformed shape of 
RC building; Me and He represent the mass and height of the equivalent SDOF system; ∆y and ∆LS 
represent the equivalent yield and ultimate limit state displacement that represents the displacement 
capacity of the structural system at the center of seismic force for a specified deformed shape; Ki 
represents the initial pre-yield stiffness; Fy represents yielding force; Ksec represents secant stiffness, α 
represents post-yield stiffness. 
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Fig. 3: Nonlinear static single degree of freedom idealization of an RC building. 
 
For seismic assessment of a building, the mechanical model is completely defined by secant vibration 
period, limit state displacement capacity and viscous damping: 
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where TLS  represents the limit state secant vibration period; Ty represents the yield period; µ = ∆LS/∆y 
represents the limit state ductility; ∆y represents the yield limit state displacement capacity; ∆LS 
represents the post-yield limit states displacement capacity; θy represents the yield limit state drift; θLS 
represents the post-yield limit states drift; HT represents height of the building; k1 and k2 represent the 
coefficients to convert the multi degree of freedom (MDOF) structural system to equivalent SDOF 
system and simulate the displacement capacity at the center of seismic force, which are used also to 
take into account the record-to-record variability in the displacement capacity evaluation; hS 
represents interstorey height of the building; ξeq represents the equivalent viscous damping of the RC 
frame buildings recommended by [12]. Eq. (2) considers soft storey mechanism of building at the 
post-yield limit states which is evident for the considered building typology [1].     
 
2.2 Development of Damage Scenarios and Earthquake Loss Assessment 
 
Controlled Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate random buildings with different geometrical 
and material properties representing regional building stock; the variability of each property being 
defined a priori using probabilistic distribution. Once the population is generated, the limit state 
displacement capacities, secant period and viscous damping of the buildings are computed using 
calibrated structure-specific empirical models and pre-defined damage grades. For a given earthquake, 
each of the building from the generation is analyzed for the capacity-demand check at secant vibration 
periods using overdamped displacement spectrum. The number of buildings having capacity less than 
the demand divided by the total number of generated buildings gives an estimate of the limit states 
probability of exceedance (Pfj). The number of buildings in a given damage state i.e. damage 
probability matrices (DPM), is obtained, considering the prevailing/observed damage mechanism of 
existing RC building stock of Pakistan , as follows: undamaged (D0)=1-Pf1; minor damaged, hairline 
cracks in masonry infill  (D1)=Pf1-Pf2; moderate damaged, major cracks in masonry infill with slight 
cracking of column cover concrete (D2)=Pf3-Pf2; major damaged, collapse of masonry infill with 
heavy damaged concrete column ends (D3)=Pf4-Pf3; soft storey collapse of building (D4)=Pf4-Pf3, 
which are used to develop damage scenario, estimate the socio-economic losses of earthquakes and 
develop regional risk maps for earthquake preparedness planning and risk mitigation in the region. 
 
3. Derivation of Mechanical Models for RC Building Stock of Pakistan 
 
3.1 Characteristics of the Cases Study Buildings 
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RC building stock are being in practice for around 25 years in the urban areas of Pakistan having 
mostly two to five stories with the ground floor being utilized for commercial purposes and upper 
stories have multiple housing units. Major cities like Faisalabad, Islamabad (Capital of Pakistan), 
Karachi, Lahore, and others practiced RC buildings in the order of 10 to 20% of the total urban 
building stock [13]. Commercial buildings like plazas, hotels, hospitals etc are constructed mainly of 
RC frame buildings. The typical building system consists of mostly regular, both in plan and 
elevation, gravity designed RC moment resisting frame with unreinforced masonry, in cement mortar 
or lime mortar, infill walls with the most prevailing building dimensions: width ranges from 10m to 
20m, length ranges from 10m to 40m and interstorey height of 3m. The buildings are provided with 
RC slab, comprised of reinforcing steel of 9.5mm or 12.7mm diameter in both directions, having 
thickness of 120 to 150mm. The buildings are provided with in-plane RC frames 5m apart having 
beam clear spacings of 4.5 to 5.0m. The typical dimensions adopted for beams are 305mmx350mm to 
305mmx460mm, typically reinforced with five to six 19mm to 25.5mm longitudinal bars tied with 
9.5mm to 12.7mm stirrups provided at 102mm center-to-center distance, and for columns the typical 
dimensions are 230mmx305mm to 230mmx610mm, typically reinforced with eight 19mm to 25.5mm 
longitudinal bars tied with 9.5mm stirrups provided at 150mm to 300mm center-to-center distance. 
The building rests on shallow foundation with RC isolated footings, with typical dimension of 1.5m2 
and thickness of 150mm overlain a layer of lean concrete provided over the compacted earth. The 
compressive strength of masonry infill varies from 2MPa to 5MPa while the concrete, used in 
beam/column/slab/foundation, compressive strength varies from 10 MPa to 18MPa. The tensile 
strength of reinforcing bars varies from 230MPa to 300MPa. Building material with relatively high 
mechanical characteristics can also be observed in the region however the present study adopted lower 
estimate of the characteristics in order to be conservative in structural system capacity evaluation. The 
seismic response mechanism of the considered building typology is discussed in the earlier sections 
herein.  
 
3.2 Structural Modeling of Prototype Cases Study Buildings  
 
A seismic provisioned building code is drafted for new construction in the region since 2007 [14] but 
which is, nevertheless, not practiced widely, see Fig. 1. The material and structural characteristics of 
existing buildings provided in the previous section can apply to around 80% of RC building stock of 
Pakistan and which are considered for the present cases study structural models.  
The present study analyzed 200 cases study 2D structural models, using nonlinear time history 
analysis (NLTHA), from two to five storeys, 50 structural models for each storey, designed with the 
regional site-specific characteristics properties, as discussed above, considering lognormal random 
distribution of structural properties. The study aim to derive mechanical models for the considered 
building typology which will be used then to develop analytical fragility functions for these building 
systems in the region.  
The structural models are prepared in the fiber-based Finite Element Analysis software OpenSees 
[15]. The masonry infill is modeled using a macro-modeling techniques with in-plane diagonal struts. 
Many experimental and numerical investigations have been performed on masonry infill RC frames to 
develop either a finite element approach or an equivalent diagonal strut approach for the development 
of analytical assessment tools. A very comprehensive literature survey on masonry infill RC frames, 
experimental and numerical investigations, can be found elsewhere [16]. However, the present study 
incorporated a new structural modeling technique for masonry infill RC frames which consider the 
fundamentals of already developed macro-modeling of masonry infill, respecting the regional 
structural prevailing mechanism and confirming to significant simplicity in modeling in order to 
reduce the computational cost in the analysis of large regional building stock, see Fig. 4 for the 
idealization and modeling of masonry infill RC frame. The present masonry infill RC modeling is the 
further extension and development of the proposed hypothesis of [17] for the considered Pakistani RC 
building stock and which can be easily extended to the coupled in-plane and out-of-plane dynamic 
analysis of masonry infill frames [17]. 
In this modeling hypothesis the RC beams and columns are modeled using the regularized forced-
based fiber elements, beamwithhinges force-based fiber element proposed and developed by [18], 
which is computationally efficient and which avoid the localization and nonobjectivity issues common 
with softening behavior of RC elements [18]. The elastic part of the beamwithhinges is provided with 
the crack section stiffness properties.  
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Fig. 4: Structural idealization of masonry infill RC frame wall (left) and details of masonry infill macro-modeling (right). 

 
The masonry infill is modeled using both compression-tension diagonal strut. The provision of only 
tension-compression diagonal strut, unlike the compression double diagonal struts, is reasonable for 
the rigid floor analysis, as considered herein due to the observed damage mechanism see Fig. 2, and 
an ideal option when considering large building stock. Such modeling hypothesis neglect the local 
damages that occur at the extreme ends of the columns at the contacts with infill. However, the 
consequences are not dramatically affecting the stiffness and strength of the global system which is 
mainly contributed by the masonry infills. Nevertheless, calibration with the experimental work on the 
considered building system is required to quantify, if significant, the effects of local phenomenon and 
develop further the numerical modeling hypothesis set forth herein.  
The strut is modeled using the proposal of [17] with two beamwithhinges connected at the middle 
with the elastic, significantly flexible, section at the extreme ends, to simulate pin-end condition, and 
nonlinear fiber-section in the middle, which simulate the nonlinear behavior of masonry infill. A 
nonlinear axial stress-strain hysteretic rule (for the middle nonlinear fiber section hinge), cross 
sectional area of the strut and masonry moduli (used for the elastic part of strut) are required to 
completely define the masonry infill model for nonlinear static and dynamic seismic analysis. A 
number of analytical models are available to compute the required width of the strut for different 
types of masonry typology [20],[20],[22], the present study used the model developed by [23]: 

(((( ))))λHcosθ
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W n====                                                                                                                                         (4) 
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where W represents the width of diagonal strut; Ln represents the net horizontal dimension of infill 
panel; θ = arctan(Hn/Ln); Hn represents the infill height; H represents the column height; b represents 
the thickness of the infill; Ic represents the moment of inertia of the exterior frame columns; Ec 
represents the concrete Young modulus; Em is the masonry Young modulus in the diagonal direction 
[24]. Another proposal to compute the Young modulus at any inclination of masonry elements is given 
by [25]: 
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where Emθ represents the Young modulus of the equivalent diagonal strut; Emh represents the masonry 
Young modulus in the horizontal direction; Emv represents the masonry Young modulus in the vertical 
direction; G represents the masonry shear modulus; ν represents the poisson ratio. 
A tri-axial stress-strain hysteretic rule, also developed by [26] , is assigned to the nonlinear hinge, see 
Fig. 4, for which the maximum axial strength is obtained using the empirical strength model proposed 
by [27], with the cracking strength 60% of the maximum axial strength: 

cosθ

bfa.L
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θ

====                                                                                                                                          (7) 
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where Pθ represents the axial strength of diagonal strut; Ln represent the horizontal length of infill; b 
represents the infill thickness; fc represents the diagonal compression strength; a represents the 
reduction coefficient varies between 1 & 1.3. In the absence of the diagonal strength of panel, [17] 
recommend to consider a as 1 and fc considered as the shear strength of masonry which is a widely 
available parameter for masonry and gives the strength roughly close to the value obtained using the 
model [28] for the diagonal shear failure of masonry  infill. 
Eight concrete cylinders, prepared in mix design to respect the existing field practice, are tested in the 
structural laboratory of UET Peshawar to obtain the basic material properties of concrete, mainly the 
compressive strength (mean of 17MPa with β of 0.24MPa, where β represents the logarithmic 
standard deviation), strain at maximum strength (mean of 0.0026 with β of 1.05) and strain at crushing 
(mean of 0.0087 with β of 1.00). Which are required for the definition of stress-strain constitutive law 
of concrete in the fiber-based section modeling of RC structural members. 
The experimental work carried out by [29] on four masonry panel is used to compute the diagonal 
strength of brick masonry in cement-khaka mortar used in Eq. (7). Additionally, tests are performed 
recently on three masonry panels, in cement mortar, at the UET Peshawar. A mean value of diagonal 
strength, considering all seven panels, is obtained to be 4.56% of the compressive strength of masonry 
with β of 0.2336% of the compressive strength of masonry. Fig. 5 shows the damage pattern of the 
tested two classes of masonry panels: in cement-khaka mortar (left) and cement mortar (right), which 
is comparable with the observed behavior of infill during the 2005 Kashmir earthquake, see Fig. 2 
among others.     

                           

Fig. 5: Evaluation of diagonal strength of masonry panel, from [29] (left) and test conducted at the UET Peshawar (right). 
 
Once all the 200 structural models are prepared and designed with the site specific structural 
characteristic properties, randomly generated using Monte Carlo simulations, a nonlinear static 
conventional pushover analysis of all the models is performed in order to check the numerical stability 
and soundness of the modeling technique. For simplicity reason and due to the observed response of 
the considered building typology, uniform load pattern is considered. Which is also important to 
compute the possible maximum strength of the structural models that can provide guidance on the 
appropriate scaling of the accelerogram employed for the NLTHA, see Fig. 6 for capacity curves of 
three storey buildings.  
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Fig. 6: Capacity curves of the considered masonry infill RC buildings, the effect of hinge length on the infill capacity and 
comparison with bare frame (left), capacity curves for randomly generated three storey masonry infill RC frames (right). 
 
The capacity curves also show the structural model response even after the infill failure, which 
corresponds to the near collapse limit state of the considered building typology, in order to check the 
numerical stability of the models only. The damage states of infill frame is dictated by the damage 
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states of the masonry infill at the ground floor. For bare frame, the concrete strain limits, obtained 
experimentally, and longitudinal steel yield strain are used to described the damage state of the ground 
floor columns. For bare frame, the shear failure of ground floor columns, although didn’t investigated 
herein, may reach earlier than the higher limit states, near collapse state as shown in Fig. 6, of 
concrete are achieved. Thus, both infill and bare frames may have roughly the same displacement 
capacity at the near collapse limit states. Thus it can be concluded that for the considered gravity 
designed RC frames the inclusion of masonry infill increases the structural strength and hence the 
seismic capacity of the system.      
It is observed that the diagonal strut hinge length has a significant effect on the nonlinear response of 
the structural models. A smaller hinge length, 10% of the diagonal strut length as proposed by [17], 
can result in an abrupt drop in the strength of the system which is although possible for week masonry 
infill, like perforated masonry units, is extremely under estimating the response of a ductile masonry 
infill which contribute significantly even if the maximum strength of the infill is achieved. Thus 
prudently somewhat larger hinge length is adopted, 40% of the diagonal strut length, in order to obtain 
some reasonable ductility level, in the range of 3 to 5 which is common for masonry with RC columns 
confinement [30], for the considered structural system. Alternatively, a horizontal sliding shear spring 
is added along with the infill panel, considering the brittle failure of the axial strut, which contribute 
to the lateral load carrying capacity once the strut attains its maximum axial strength, [20], [21], [22], 
[31]. This hypothesis although validated through many cases studies however does not take into 
account the masonry strength degradation effects after the peak strength of the infill is reached. 
Nevertheless, experimental work is required on the considered masonry infill RC frame system in 
order to investigate whether the provision of additional horizontal spring is necessary for the proposed 
modeling or if alternatively a reasonable length of nonlinear hinge can be selected for the infill to 
avoid the provision of additional sliding spring and make the overall modeling simple.            
 
3.3 Nonlinear Time History Analysis of Cases Study Structural Models 
 
The prototype cases study structural models are analyzed dynamically through NLTHA with 10 
natural accelerograms extracted from the PEER NGA data base with the mean spectrum compatible to 
EC8 Type I C-soil spectrum [32], previously used [7]. The accelerograms are linearly scaled in order 
to observe the post-yield response of all the structural models which is aimed to derive static SDOF 
systems, mechanical models, for the considered building typology and retrieve the dynamic 
characteristics of the considered structural models at different damage states.  
The scope of the dynamic analysis is to compute the equivalent base shear and equivalent 
displacement demand at the different  limit states of masonry infill on the ground floor using the 
proposed SDOF derivation of [12] and compute the dynamic characteristic of the buildings, mainly 
the secant vibration period and the limit state displacement capacity with due consideration of record-
to-record variability for the development of Eq. (1) & (2): 

eq

eq
y VB

∆
2πT ====                                                                                                                                       (8) 

where ∆eq represents the equivalent displacement and VBeq represents the equivalent base shear 
obtained from the normalization of the floor displacements and base shear over the deformed shape 
and seismic mass participation of the building [12]. The vibration periods obtained for the considered 
cases study buildings are used to develop an empirical period model for future applications: 
 

(((( )))) b
y Hεβa.expT ±±±±====                                                                                                                                  (9) 

where H represents the total height of the building; a and b are the coefficients obtained through the 
regression analysis; β represents the variability in the period computation. The period coefficient with 
b set to 0.75, which shows relatively well correlation than b set to 1.0, obtained for 50 three storey 
structural models with record-to-record variability is shown in Fig. 7 (left). The empirical model for 
period computation, Eq. (9), developed for the considered building stock is also shown in Fig. 7. 
Additionally, the derived SDOF system properties are used to develop the equivalent displacement 
capacity model, Eq. (2). In the first step, static analyses are performed to obtain the crack and yield 
limit state drift values for all the cases study models using the analytical model proposed by [33]: 
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Fig. 7: Likelihood of period coefficient for three storey RC buildings (left), yield vibration period for all cases study 
buildings and the development of an empirical model for  period computation of considered RC building stock (right). 
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where θLS represents the limit state interstorey drift corresponding to different damage states of 
masonry infill; L represents the bay width; H represents the interstorey height; εw represents the limits 
states axial strain of infill strut. This gives the interstorey drift of 0.2267%, 0.4535% and 2.2708% for 
axial strut strain of 0.001 mm/mm, 0.002 mm/mm and 0.01 mm/mm which corresponds to cracking, 
heavy damage and collapse limit states of masonry infill. For k1, mean value of 0.7886 with β 0.0466, 
min 0.6972 and max 0.8199 for two storey; mean value of 0.7318 with β 0.0438, min 0.6530 and max 
0.7646 for three storey; mean value of 0.7001 with β 0.0531, min 0.6293 and max 0.7534 for four 
storey; mean value of  0.6563 with β 0.0639 min 0.5693 and max 0.6988 for five storey are obtained. 
k2 is theoretically 1.00 but is also considered to take in to account the record-to-record variability in 
the displacement capacity at post-yield limit states.  
 
4. Derivation of Displacement-Based Analytical Fragility Functions 
 
The state-of-the-art, conceptual and explicit procedure, in contrary to the existing conventional 
procedures e.g. [10] among others, proposed by [34] for the derivation of analytical fragility functions 
for masonry buildings is used herein to derive displacement-based fragility functions for RC buildings 
of Pakistan. In the first step, controlled Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate random SDOF 
systems with different limit states mechanical properties using the developed models for periods and 
displacement capacity, respecting the regional variability in the geometric and material properties as 
well as the variability introduced by earthquake loading. In the second step, linear displacement 
response spectrum are generated which are used to obtain the limit states probability of exceedance 
for the considered building typologies. Also, each of the generated spectrum is analyzed with the 
median mechanical properties to obtain the inelastic displacement demand on the system. For a given 
spectrum, the number of buildings exceeding different limit states is plotted against the displacement 
demand on that system in order to derive analytical fragility functions for building damage states and 
economic loss functions, using the loss model of [35], which can be used for the regional seismic risk 
modeling, assessment and mitigation activities.    
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Fig. 8: Fragility functions for three storey buildings (Left) and economic loss functions for considered building stock (Right).  
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5. Conclusion and Future Development  
 
The paper carried out the calibration of a nonlinear static analytical displacement-based method for 
seismic risk assessment and loss estimation of RC building stock of Pakistan on regional scale. 
Numerical investigation of 200 cases study 2D prototype structural models is performed using 
dynamic analyses with 10 natural accelerograms in order to derive mechanical models for the 
considered building typology taking into account the geometric and material uncertainties as well the 
record-to-record variability in the capacity evaluation. Controlled Monte Carlo simulation is used to 
generate random populations of regional building stock and to develop analytical displacement-based 
fragility functions which can be used to develop damage scenarios and compute the socio-economic 
losses in the region for risk map development, public awareness and community earthquake 
preparedness planning, insurance modeling and code calibration in order to mitigate the future 
expected regional risk. The masonry infill RC frame modeling technique and the static mechanical 
models derived herein can be improved further once more detailed and reliable test data on materials 
and structures are made available. Also, field survey is required to analyze in detail the current 
construction practices in the region in order to take into account the construction improvement in the 
derivation of mechanical models and fragility functions. Extension to high rise RC buildings is 
considered for future research.                           
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